Sedona Adventures – March 2014
By Sue and Aaron Singleton
We enjoyed a wonderful trip to Sedona and the
Grand Canyon in Arizona, and are happy to share a
few videos of some of our experiences. As some of
you know, Sedona and its beautiful “red rocks” are
an amazing energy experience, as the multiple
vortices (plural for vortex) attract people from all
over the world.

Bell Rock, one of the most well-known
formations and vortices in Sedona, AZ.

For us in particular, Sedona reminds us of the several
trips we led to Egypt, which also is a land of vortices.
In Egypt, the vortices are along the Nile River, out in
the desert, inside and near sacred sites and temples.
In Sedona, they are part of the majestic landscape,
and easy to experience during nature walks.

During one of our excursions, we re-visited an energy portal that we had previously discovered in
Sedona, located between Bell Rock and Courthouse Butte vortices, accompanied by our friends
Reanaleia, Barbara and Robert. This magical portal immediately connected us to the White Desert in
Egypt, where giant white calcite crystal formations dominate the landscape. Not far from this portal,
we discovered another portal which connected us with another of our favorite areas in Egypt:
Saqqara, the site of the Step Pyramid, one of the earliest pyramids discovered in Egypt thus far. The
overwhelming feeling of connectedness with all of God’s creations was very moving. On that same
walk, we opened an energy portal from Sedona to Kyoto, Japan, to help send energy support to the
Japanese people for all they are going through: the continued radiation leaks and increased
earthquake activity over the past 6 weeks.
Video 1: Speaking in Tongues: Messages from the Ancients
The five of us (Sue, Aaron, and friends Reanaleia, Barbara and Robert) hiked to a little-known area of
sacred space and very special energies, where we recorded an important message from the Ancients!
Although Sue frequently “speaks in tongues”—a phenomena practiced in many cultures for thousands
of years — it was our friend Reanaleia (a Sound Healer) who spoke in tongues, while Sue served as
interpreter! We get wonderful shivers of recognition even when we listen to it on video. Enjoy!
CLICK HERE to view video
Video 2: River Rock Stone Stacks & Meditative Sounds
The two of us hiked along Oak Creek, and the back side of the amazing Cathedral Rock. In an area
called Buddha’s Beach, many have left river rock stone stacks, as monuments to the sacred area. In
this video, we focused on just one stack, but we know that you will appreciate the healing, meditative
sounds of rushing water, as well as the wonderful surprise toward the end of the video!
CLICK HERE to view video
Finally, we are excited to announce that several retail stores in Sedona are now selling some of our
Energy of Life® (EOL™) Tools for Transformation and Healing. Remember, if you are a retailer, or have
friends who are, we welcome new wholesale inquiries.

